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ABSTRACT
With the rapid advancement of capture devices like
tablet or smart phone, there is a huge potential for
online signature applications that are expected to
occupy a large field of researches in forthcoming years.
Online handwritten signature encounters difficulty in
the verification process because an individual rarely
produce exactly the same signature whenever he signs.
This difference in the produced signature is referred to
as intra-user variability. Verification difficulty occurs
especially in the case where the feature extraction and
classification algorithms are designed to classify a
stable length vector of input features. In this paper, we
introduce an efficient algorithm for online signature
length normalization by using Up-Sampling and
Down-Sampling techniques. Furthermore, online
signature verification system is also proposed by using
both Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for feature
extraction and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for
classification. The SIGMA database, which has more
than 6,000 genuine and 2,000 forged signature samples
taken from 200 individuals, is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed technique. Based on the
tests performed, the proposed technique managed to
achieve False Accept Rate (FAR) of 5.5% and False
Reject Rate (FRR) of 8.75%.

KEYWORDS
Artificial neural network, authentication, biometrics,
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1 INTRODUCTION
Biometric system is a pattern-recognition system,
which recognizes an individual based on a feature
vector extracted from physiological or behavioral
characteristic that belongs to the person [1,2].
Biometric is one of the emerging techniques used
for authentication because it has been shown to be
both more fool-proof and reliable [3]. There are
two main modes of a biometric system [4]. The
first mode is the Identification Mode, which
means comparing the target biometric data with all
the data available in the system, or simply one that
can be translated into this question: “Who are
you?”. In other words it performs a one-to-many
(1: N) match. Usually, this mode consumes much
time because it needs to do many comparison
operations. The main purpose of user
identification is to search the closest matching
identity. This type of biometric authentication is
normally used in surveillance and forensic
applications [3, 5]. The second mode of biometric
system is the Verification Mode, which is based
on this question: “Are you who you claim to be?”.
In this mode, the target biometric data is compared
with the specific reference stored in the system to
authenticate its identity. In other words, it
performs a one-to-one (1:1) match. Usually, this
mode needs less time than the identification mode
[5, 6-8].
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Handwritten signature normally consists of the
first and last name of a person and it is also
common that the signature does not contain the
full name but only one part of it. This type of
signature is referred to as a paraph [9]. Signature
is a behavioral type of biometrics, which has a
high legal value for document authentication, as
well as being dependent on by both commercial
transactions and government institutions [10, 11].
Furthermore, it acts as a non-invasive and nonintrusive authentication process for the majority of
the users [7, 12]. It is one of the most accepted
biometrics, since most individuals have their own
signatures that could be used as their own token
[13]. The property of the high intra-user variability
undermines the absolute signature accuracy. This
property takes place because individuals cannot
produce a signature that is exactly the same as one
of the previous versions. Another limitation is that
handwritten signature can be forged without using
specialized hardware [14]. For this reason skilled
forged signatures should be considered in the
testing. Signature authentication is done either
based on static or dynamic data. The former is
referred to as offline signature verification that
performs user verification using scanned signature
images, which are written on paper-based
document. The latter is referred to as online
signature verification system where signature
samples are captured digitally usually using
digitized pen and graphical tablets. Here, a richer
amount of information is captured, which often
includes signals as a time series of x[t ] and y[t ]
coordinates, as well as pen pressure p[t ] .However,
it is difficult to achieve high correct matching
accuracy in signature verification due to the high
intra-user variability, which will increase the False
Reject Rate (FRR).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is dedicated for literature review related
to signature verification.
In section 3, the
framework design is described. Then, the
proposed signature length normalization is
presented in section 4. In section 5, the signature
verification system is proposed. The experiment
and implementation is described in section 6 and
finally, in section 7, the conclusion is presented.

2 SIGNATURE VERIFICATION
Most of the works of online handwritten signature
verification involve the following four phases:
data acquisition, pre-processing, feature extraction
and classification [15]. Online signature samples
are acquired by using standard graphical tablets or
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) to capture the
signature data [16-18]. In preprocessing phase,
some techniques that are adapted from signal
processing algorithm are used [16]. The benefit of
this phase is to enhance the input data in order to
achieve a better performance. Some of the
commonly used preprocessing techniques are
filtering, noise reduction, smoothing, signature resampling (which could be achieved by using
interpolation) [19], signature normalization in
terms of position and scale [15], Fourier transform
to standardize signatures in the domain of
position, size, orientation, and time duration [20].
In the feature extraction phase, there are two types
of features that can be used, which are function
features and parameter features. In function
features the signature is characterized as a time
series signals, for example, horizontal signal x[t]
and vertical signal y[t] for positions, velocity
signal, acceleration signal, pen pressure signal,
and pen inclination signal. In parameter features,
the signature is characterized as a vector of
elements that consists of a statistical and
mathematical computation based on the acquired
signature data. Examples would be the total
signature time duration, pen down ration, number
of pen up / pen down, AVE/ RMS/ MAX/ MIN of
positions, speed, and acceleration [16]. In general,
function features result in a better performance
compared to parameter features, but they usually
require
time-consuming
procedures
for
verification [21]. In the last phase, the
classification process can be applied by using
pattern recognition classification methods.
Usually, signature verification could be
implemented using statistical or template
matching approaches [16]. In the case of template
matching techniques, a queried sample is matched
against templates of authentic / forgery signatures.
In this case, the most common approach used is
the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique [7,
22, 23]. In the case of statistical approaches,
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distance-based classifiers can be used to perform
signature verification. For example, Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) are widely used for
signature verification, due to their capabilities in
learning and generalizing as shown in [24] and
[25]. Other techniques that have been proposed by
researchers to perform online signature
verification are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
[11], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16],
Bayesian decision method [26] and Fuzzy control
[27].

enrollment operation should also be applied to the
queried signature sample.

3 FRAMEWORK DESIGN
An online signature sample consists of time series
signals of horizontal x[t ] and vertical y[t ] coordinates,
as well as pen pressure p[t ] sampled at time t. The
samples were fed into our system for
normalization and then verification. Figure 1
depicts the system stages as a flowchart. The first
stage is normalization, which normalizes the
length of the signature to a fixed or desired length.
The second stage is classification which main task
is to decide on the “Accept” / “Reject” status.
Here, classification is performed using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) features and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) classifier. The operation
of transformation and verification of online
signature is started by reading the x[t ] , y[t ] and p[t ]
signals, which are the horizontal trajectories,
vertical trajectories and pen pressure respectively,
where t  1,2....N , and N is the desired signature
length. In the enrollment process, the signature
features x[t ] , y[t ] and p[t ] are read into the system and
then passed to the normalization process to output
the time series of the online signature that has the
length of N .
Then the output of the normalized signature is
passed to the feature extraction operation, which is
implemented using PCA and then the output
features are stored in the database as a reference
model to be used in the prospective matching with
anyone who wants to verify her / his signature. In
the authentication process, the queried identity
signature will be read by the system. The same
processes that have taken place during the

Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed biometric system.

In the classification process, ANN is used to
compare the enrolled and authenticated signature
features. Finally, decision maker based on
threshold will decide whether the signature should
be accepted or rejected.

4 SIGNATURE LENGTH NORMALIZATION
Intra-user variability of handwritten signature is
inherited within genuine human signatures with
regards to orientation size, and total signature
duration (signal sampling parts). In this research
work, normalization is performed in regard to time
t such that all signature samples will have a fixed
length of signing duration N . In this work, the
desired length of the normalization has been
designed to be 256 signal sampling parts for all
users in the database for a simulation as it is close
to the average length (261 signal sampling part) of
the SIGMA database for 200 users, as well as to
assist the verification operation. Normalization is
beneficial for verification operation, especially
when the feature extraction and classifier
algorithms are designed to take fix-length input
signal.
The
proposed
normalization
works
by
transforming an unknown signature sample of
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variety length N into the desired signature length
N without distorting the signature sample. The
implementation of the normalization is based on
Up-Sampling [28, 29] and Down-Sampling [29,
30]. Up-Sampling is defined as follows: the output
F[n] of a 2 factor up sampling is obtained by
interlacing the input sequence E[n] with zero value.
To smooth the Up-Sampler operation, a specific
value is inserted instead of zero interlacing, which
is estimated by performing an average
neighborhood interpolation as shown in (1) [31]:
value 

E[n]  E[n  1])
2

input signing duration N . If the input is less than
N , then Up-Sampling operation will be invoked
to increase the total number of sampling parts in
order to make the length equal to N . Otherwise,
Down-Sampling operation will be invoked to
decrease the total sampling parts to make the
length equal to N .

(1)

Down-Sampling is defined as follows: if G[n] is
the input of a 2 factor down sampling, and then
the output is H[n]  G[2n] . Down-Sampling is
required for those signatures that have signing
duration N larger than the desired length N ,
whereas Up-Sampling is required for those
signatures that have signing duration N less than
the desired length N . Normally, Up-Sampler and
Down-Sampler are applied to linear discrete-time
systems. Figure 2 depicts the two re-sampling
operations. The lower arrow shows an UpSampling operation where the number of sine
waves is increased from 2 to 6 periods (upsampling with a factor of 3). The upper arrow of
the same figure shows a Down-Sampling
operation where the number of sine waves is
decreased from 6 to 2 periods (down-sampling
with a factor of 3). In the current research, there is
no stable factor due to the intra-user variability
property of handwritten signature.

Figure 3.Online signature normalization process.

Up-Sampling process is implemented by using
bi-linear interpolation [31] as shown in the
following algorithm:

Then, Down-Sampling process is implemented
by using decimation as shown in the following
algorithm:

Figure 2.Up-Sampling and Down-Sampling illustration.

The online signature normalization process is
depicted in Figure 3. The algorithm is started by
comparing the target N (desired length) with the

The same algorithm (Up-Sampling and DownSampling) is applied to y[t ] and p[t ] time series
signals.
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Results of the normalization stage are visualized
using two display styles. For the first one, the
signals x , y and p are visualized with respect to
time (t), and for the second one, the x signal
versus y signal is shown in order to visualize
whether there is a difference between unnormalized and normalized signatures. The reason
for visualizing using the first style is to clarify
what has been modified in the normalized signal
compared to the original one. Furthermore, two
types of normalized signature are shown. The first
shows the result of a Down-Sampling operation of
a signature that has more signal sampling parts
(trajectories) than the required length of 256. The
second shows the result of an Up-Sampling
operation on a signature that has fewer signal
sampling parts (trajectories) that the required
length of 256.

In order to test the normalization process, a
signature with the maximum signature length of
914 trajectories is chosen from the SIGMA
database for the Down-Sampling test and a
signature with the minimum signature length of 53
trajectories is chosen for the Up-Sampling test.
The results of the Down-Sampling are depicted in
Figure 4 and Figure 5. In Figure 4, signature
signals x , y and p versus time t are depicted. The
figure shows the signal length of 914 signal
sampling parts (trajectories) before normalization,
and after normalization, it is shown that the target
length N is achieved while still maintaining the
shape and position of the signature.

Figure 4. Down-Sampling normalized signals x , y and p diagram. The first row shows Un-normalized signals and the second
row shows normalized signals.
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Figure 5. Signature before and after Down-Sampling normalization operation.

Figure 5 visualizes the signature before (left side)
and after normalization operation (right side) as x
signal versus y signal. It could be observed that,
there is no significant difference between them.
The results of Up-Sampling are shown in Figure 6
and Figure 7.

Specifically, in Figure 6 signature signals x , y
and p versus time t are depicted. It is clear from
the figure that each signal length before
normalization was 53 trajectories, while after
normalization the target length of 256 trajectories
is achieved.

Figure 6. Up-Sampling normalized signals x , y and p diagram, the first row shows Un-normalized signals and the
second row shows normalized signals.
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Figure 7. Signature before and after Up-Sampling normalization operation.

Figure 7 visualizes the signature before (left side)
and after (right side) Up-Sampling normalization
operation as x signal versus y signal from 53 to
256 signal sampling parts (trajectories).
From the tests performed, it is shown that the
proposed normalization process has managed to
achieve the intended objective to modify the
length of a signature so that it has the desired
length N . The proposed normalization algorithm
might be applicable to control the length of any
biometric modal, where it is able to Up-Sample or
Down-Sample a time series signal without any
side effect for further processing operations.
5 SIGNATURE VERIFICATION SYSTEM
The signature verification system consists of two
separate processes which are feature extraction
and classification. Feature extraction is
implemented using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), while classification is implemented using
Artificial Neural Network (ANN).

5.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
To increase the recognition rate of handwritten
signature, it is preferred to use a feature extraction
that transforms the signature signals from its
original domain to another domain to maximize
the variance and decrease the correlation between
genuine and forged signature samples. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is used in this
research work to improve the recognition rate
[32]. The reason for using PCA is due to its ability
to transform a data set (signatures in our case)

from correlated domain to another domain that is
highly uncorrelated among the original data set
[32,33]. Specifically, PCA can do variance
maximizing between genuine and forged signature
samples [32]. PCA is a method that uses
orthogonal transformation to switch a set of points
of possibly correlated variables into a set of points
of uncorrelated variables namely principal
components. More details relevant to PCA
implementation can be found in [34]. In our work,
PCA is implemented by transforming the
normalized time series signals of x[t ] , y[t ] and p[t ] into
uncorrelated domain. After PCA implementation,
three columns of outputs are produced. The first
column corresponds to the first Eigen vector
component that belongs to the highest Eigen
value. The second column is the second highest
Eigen value and the third column is the lowest
Eigen value. The length of each column is 256
features, which is the length of the signature after
normalization. Figure 8 shows the effect of PCA
on our dataset of signatures. It is clear that before
undergoing the PCA operation, it is difficult for
the ANN to separate genuine from forged
signatures and assign a group for each one because
before PCA both genuine and formed signature
samples are consisting of correlated features.
Conversely, classification can be done more easily
by ANN after the PCA operation. The three
component vectors of PCA output are combined in
a single vector to represent a signature sample. In
order to avoid a long signature represented vector,
which is unpractical for the classification, feature
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The reason for this selecting is that the three
segments are equivalent to the first, middle and
last partitions of the signature, taking advantage of
the proposed normalization, which maintains the
shape of the original signature. Finally the length
computation of each signature represented vector
is performed as in equation (2):
(2)
Figure 8. PCA is effective on generating variance
maximization between genuine and forged signatures.

selection based on equal segment is employed to
reduce the vector representation length. In this
study feature selection is done empirically. The
selection is implemented on each component
vector by dividing the vector (256) into 8
segments (seg_xx); each segment size is 32
features. The selection is done by taking the 1st
(seg_11), 4th (seg_14) and 8th (seg_18) segments
among the 8 segments from the first component
vector. The same goes for the second and third
columns.

Table 1 explains the detailed procedure of the
represented vector construction of each signature
sample. In this table, each bolded cell is
considered to be included in the final signature
represented vector. Eventually, the length of the
final vector is 300 floating point numbers. The
order of the features of the represented vector for
each signature sample consists of the bolded
values that are in the table. The order is: c11, c12,
c13, c21, c22, c23, c31, c32, c33, v1, v2, v3,
seg_11, seg_14, seg_18, seg_21, seg_24,seg_28,
seg_31, seg_34, seg_38.
Where each of cxx and vx is a floating point
number, while seg_xx is 32 floating point
numbers.

Table 1
Represented vector of each signature sample consisting of the underlined features.

EigenEigenVector
Value
c11 c12 c13 Highestv1
c21 c22
Middlec23
v2
c31 c32
Lowestc33
v3

Three Component Vectors (seg_(row, column))
seg_11 seg_12 seg_13 seg_14 seg_15 seg_16 seg_17 seg_18
seg_21 seg_22 seg_23 seg_24 seg_25 seg_26 seg_27 seg_28
seg_31 seg_32 seg_33 seg_34 seg_35 seg_36 seg_37 seg_38

(i.e.) c21: first value of the second Eigen vector, v1: first Eigen value, seg_38: 8 th segment of the
3rd component vector.
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5.2 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) artificial neural
network is employed in our research. MLP is a
feed-forward artificial neural network model that
maps sets of input data into a set of target outputs
[35, 36]. MLP consists of multiple layers (input
layer, hidden layer(s) and output layer). Each layer
contains several nodes. Each node is stimulated
according to an activation function. Every node is
connected to subsequent nodes in the next layer
(full connection), with no connection among
nodes that are in the same layer. The training
(learning) type of MLP is supervised learning
technique called back-propagation of the training
network [37]. The training term is achieved by
modifying the weights by using certain number of
iterations (Epochs) until the modified values
satisfy the gradient error.
In the network construction, the number of nodes
in the input layer is the same as the number of
input features of the represented vector. In our
case the represented signature features has 300
real number features (as discussed in PCA).
Therefore, our input layer consists of 300 nodes.
The number of output nodes is the number that
identifies the general category of the state of the
system [38]. The proposed system has one output
node because it is able to identify whether the
signature is a genuine or forged sample. The
MLP-ANN parameters used in our algorithm are
as follows: 300 input nodes in the input layer, 2
hidden layers, the first and the second hidden
layers consist of 80 and 40 nodes respectively, and
the final output layer is one node. The training
algorithm used is the Scaled Conjugate Gradient
(SCG) algorithm [39]. It has the ability to train
300 features in one vector efficiently. Activation
function is tangent sigmoid (to activate -1 and +1
threshold output). A score result that is between 0
and -1 is classified as forged signature. While a
score result between 0 and +1 is considered as
genuine signature. The number of training
iteration is 150, which is set experimentally.
Learning rate is 0.3. An interleave division
method [35] is used as a validation in order to
improve generalization. This procedure cycles
trained samples among the training set, validation
set, and test set according to percentages. The

percentage of division is 70% training set, 15%
validation set and 15% testing set. And the
maximum error number of validation that stops
the training is set to 6 (as default). All the
aforementioned parameters of ANN have been
chosen empirically after intensive experiments
using MATLAB tool. Figure 9 illustrates the
finalized ANN topology.

Figure 9. Artificial neural network structure for the proposed
recognition system.

6 EXPERIMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
RESULT
The experiment is implemented on the online
signature
template
after
normalization
preprocessing to measure the verification accuracy
of the proposed normalization method. The
experiment is done according to the following
steps:
1- Using signatures from the SIGMA database
[40], the training matrix is built. The training
matrix consists of signatures from 200
individuals where for each individual, 10
genuine samples and 10 forged samples (five of
them are random forged samples and the other
five are skilled forged samples) are obtained.
Each signature sample is represented by 300
features. Thus, the training matrix size is
[300  20] (300 features for each sample with 20
samples for each individual). Training is run by
ANN for the signatures of each individual
separately.
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2- The evaluation of the result produced by ANN
is done by extracting the False Accept Rate
(FAR) and the False Reject Rate (FRR) for
each individual separately. The testing matrix is
built similar to the way the training matrix was
built.
3- In the training target (destination) of ANN, a
sign  1 is assigned to the first 10 signature
samples of the trained matrix, while  1 is
assigned to the second 10 signature samples of
the training matrix to mark and train the ANN
that the first 10 are genuine samples and the
second 10 are forged samples.
4- Compute
the
Receiver
Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curve of the verification.
The threshold is varied from  1 till  1 with
0.1 intervals (1 : 0.1 : 1) .
5- FRR is computed by evaluating the resulting
scores of the first 10 samples. If any sign of the
first 10 samples is less than the threshold, False
Rejection (FR) counter will be increased by one
( FR  FR  1) , since they are supposed to be as
accepted (signs are larger than threshold) but
they are wrongly rejected by the verifying
system. On the other hand, if the results of the
second 10 samples have signs more than the
threshold, they are considered as False Accept
(FA) and the counter will be incremented by
one ( FA  FA  1) . The FAR and FRR are
computed as in (3) and (4) respectively:

(6)

Concerning the result of the experiment, Table 2
lists FAR, FRR and their average. The error rates
are extracted by using two experiments. The first
one includes ANN validation and the second
experiment excludes validation. The table lists the
errors in terms of certain thresholds. For example,
in the case of -0.2 threshold, the average error rate
including validation is 10.525%, whereas without
validation, the average error rate is 7.125%.
Table 2
Verification accuracies as an error rate (FAR and FRR) in
terms of several thresholds.
Threshold

Validation

Averag
e
Error%

Without
Validation
FRR
FAR
%
%
8.2
6.85

Averag
e
Error%

-0.5

FRR
%
10.1

FAR
%
11.9

-0.4

11.4

14.45

12.925

7.85

6.3

7.075

-0.3

10.05

11.6

10.825

9.15

6.2

7.675

-0.2

12.65

9.35

11

8.7

5.7

7.2

-0.1

11.5

9.55

10.525

8.75

5.5

7.125

0

13.85

10.5

12.175

9.1

6.4

7.75

0.1

14

8.55

11.275

10.85

4.75

7.8

11

7.525

0.2

14.6

6.8

10.7

10.55

4.7

7.625

0.3

16.25

7.85

12.05

11.55

4.85

8.2

0.4

16.35

5.85

11.1

11.65

4.45

8.05

0.5

21.2

5.3

13.25

11.75

4.3

8.025

Figure 10 depicts the ROC curves after the
smoothing operation, where the threshold is
between -1 and +1, and shows the error rate
difference between verification with and without
validation.

(3)
(4)

6- The accuracy of each user is computed by
using (5):
(5)

7- Then, to take into consideration all individuals
in the SIGMA database, an average of the 200
individuals’ accuracy is computed by using (6):

Fig. 10. ROC curves for verification accuracy with and
without validation.
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6 CONCLUSION
Online handwritten signature verification is
implemented using function features, which are
time series signals of the signature. These signals
vary in the length according to the original
signature samples given by the same signer. The
proposed normalization, which comprises of Up
and Down sampling, is implemented for
generating a fixed or desired signal length for both
horizontal (x[t]) and vertical (y[t]) signature
position signals, as well as pen pressure signal
(p[t]). In the result, the proposed normalization
has eliminated the drawback of the intra-user
variability by providing a fix length of signature
samples without any side effects. Then, the
normalized signature samples are passed to the
proposed signature verification system, which
consists of PCA and ANN. Finally, two types of
experiments have been performed with and
without validation. The average of the error rate
accuracy achieved without validation is less than
that with validation by 3.4%, because validation
procedure tries to generalize the training data in
ANN, which results in a more competitive
verification rate.
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